The impact of feminism on international relations in the past fifteen years has been enormous. In this book Christine Sylvester presents her own career as a journey within the larger journey that scholarly feminism has made in the field of International Relations.

The introductory section sets the context of the journey in International Relations as a field and in key works by Jean Elshtain, Cynthia Enloe, and Ann Tickner that helped carve out a distinctly feminist International Relations. Twelve of Sylvester’s essays are then grouped in three sections. The first, “Sightings”, features works that reveal the presence and effects of gender in international politics. Next, “Sittings” considers locations where gender can come into International Relations through innovative feminist methodologies. Finally, “Citings” considers a range of contemporary work in feminist International Relations and suggests where the scholarly journey needs to go in the future.

This unusual and wide-ranging book will both guide and challenge scholars and students of international relations theory, gender studies, and postcolonial studies.
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